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P320 Heavy-Duty Upgrade for Security Sector
The SIG SAUER P320 is considered and has proven to be one of the best pistols
worldwide. For this reason, it is highly demanded among users in the Security Sector. In
the near future, SIG SAUER will offer a voluntary upgrade for the P320 which will tune
this model for usage in extremely rough conditions.

1) Which technical adaptions will the Heavy Duty Upgrade contain?
To prepare the P320 for extreme shock and droppings, the trigger components will be
specially tuned. This will ensure absolutely safe function and handling even under the
most extreme conditions.

2) Is the P320 safe to handle in its original configuration?
Yes! The P320 fulfills all relevant safety requirements. The fact that the US Army has
chosen this model as their future duty gun, underlines the safety of this product. As with
any other firearm a cautious and reasonable handling of the P320 is mandatory.

3) When can I get the Heavy-Duty Upgrade for my P320?
Detailed information about the time frame for this upgrade program will be available
through our international distributors.

4) For which P320 models will the Heavy-Duty Upgrade be available?
The Heavy-Duty Upgrade will be available for all civilian models of the P320 and for all
available calibers.
The upgrade will not be available for specially designed P320 versions for Law
Enforcement and Military use.
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